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Return to bestselling author Jennifer Armentrout’s roots with 
her very first series, the paranormal romance that started it all 

 

HALF-BLOOD: 
Covenant, book 1 
by Jennifer L. Armentrout  
 
The Hematoi descend from the unions of gods and mortals, and the 
children of two Hematoi—pure bloods—have godlike powers. Children 
of Hematoi and mortals—well, not so much. Half-bloods only have two 
options: become trained sentinels who hunt and kill daimons or be-
come servants in the homes of the pures.  
 
Seventeen-year-old Alexandria would rather risk her life fighting than 
waste it scrubbing toilets, but she may end up slumming it anyway. 
There are several rules that students at the Covenant must follow. Alex 
has problems with them all, but especially rule #1: Relationships be-
tween pures and halfs are forbidden. Unfortunately, she’s crushing hard 
on the totally hot pure-blood Aiden.  
 
But falling for Aiden isn’t her biggest problem—staying alive long 
enough to graduate the Covenant and become a Sentinel is. If she fails 
in her duty, she faces a future worse than death or slavery: being 
turned into a daimon, and being hunted by Aiden. And that would kind 
of suck. 
 
“Sexy, sizzling touching and fun.” – Leigh Fallon, author of Carrier of 
the Mark 
 
“I was totally hooked to this after the first page and knew I would love it 
after Alex made me laugh straight away, her humour was so funny she 
was brilliant, feisty and sassy. I couldn’t help but laugh out loud at her 
one liners.” – Star Crossed Book Blog, 5 stars 

Spencer Hill Press 
October 2011  
80k words 
 
Genre: Young adult urban fantasy  
 
Rights available:  
Translation  
 
Foreign sales: British (Hodder UK), 
France (J’ai Lu), Germany (Random 
House), Italy (HarperCollins), Poland 
(Filia), Romania (Corint), Russia (AST), 
Spain (Ediciones Kiwi), Turkey (Dogan 
Egmont) 
 
 
Highlights: 
* First book in a series  
* #1 New York Times , USA Today, Kin-
dle, and Apple bestselling author 
* #1 internationally bestselling author 
* #1 Kindle bestselling author 
 
 
Primary agent:  
Kevan Lyon 
Marsal Lyon Literary Agency  
 
WHY a highlight: This classic, bestsel-
ling series continues to do well, and is 
still free in several territories. Get your 
Jennifer Armentrout backlist while you 
can!  
 

Jennifer L. Armentrout is a #1 New York Times, 
USA Today, Amazon, iBooks, and international 
bestselling author of over 45 books for teens 
and adults. She is a #1 bestseller in Germany 
and Italy, and a top seller in markets around the 
world. She is the owner of ApollyCon and The 
Origin Event, the successful annual events that 
feature over 100 bestselling authors in Young 
Adult, New Adult, and Adult Fiction, panels, par-
ties, and more. Her fan base also connects with 
her daily on Facebook (176K followers), Twitter 

(64K followers), and Instagram (276K followers). Jennifer lives in West 
Virginia with her husband and dogs. www.jenniferlarmentrout.com 

https://jenniferlarmentrout.com/
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Baby or Childfree? Which will it Be?  
 

THE BABY DECISION:  
How to Make the Most Important Choice of Your Life 
by Merle Bombardeiri  
 

Is the decision whether or not to have a baby keeping you up at night? 
Do you feel terrified you will regret your decision? Are you paralyzed by 
this high-stakes choice? Now you can get off the fence and get on with 
your life. Imagine your relief when you discover the right choice and 
break free from obsession. Picture yourself enjoying the pleasures of 
parenthood or the freedom and spontaneity of living childfree. 
 
The Baby Decision is a powerful, unbiased guidebook by a professional 
coach/psychotherapist who has specialized in the topic for 40 years. 
 
With wisdom, depth and humor Merle will help you take this over-
whelming decision and break it down into a digestible sequence of five 
steps. 
During this discovery process you will: 
• Dissolve fear and doubt. 
• Use thirty visualization exercises and thought experiments to un-

cover your answer. 
• Have deep talks with your partner, even if you disagree. 
• Resist pressures from family and friends, and fully consider the re-

wards of the childfree choice. 
• Learn the latest on one-child families, single, LGBTQI+ and older 

parents, fertility and adoption. 
• Steal a few benefits from the opposite choice. 

 

Independently published  
July 2016 
103k words  
 
Genre: Non-fiction, parenting  
 
Rights available:  
British and translation (except German) 

 
 
Highlights:  
* #5 Medicine and Psychology, Amazon 
* #18 Pregnancy and Childbirth, Ama-
zon 
* #27 Counseling, Amazon  
* Originally published in 1981 and up-
dated with 35 years of new research 
and republished in 2016 
* A Blue Ink Review notable book 
* Featured in the New York Times and 
the Washington Post 
 
 
Primary agent:  
Taryn Fagerness Agency 
 
WHY a highlight: This title is selling 
better now than ever before! Sales have 
increased dramatically in recent 
months. Making the baby decision is a 
hot topic.  
 
 

Merle (Malkoff) Bombardieri, is a clinical social 
worker, psychotherapist, and coach who spe-
cializes in parenthood decision-making, infertil-
ity, adoption, and making the most of a child-
free life. Although she enjoyed raising her 
daughters, now grown, she has also been an 
advocate for childfree people since 1979. She 
has been in private practice for 30+ years in 
Lexington, MA. In 1981, she published the first 
edition of The Baby Decision based on inter-
views and reviews of scholarly research. Then 

in 1982 she became Clinical Director of RESOLVE, the national infertility 
association. Merle’s writing has appeared in Our Bodies, Ourselves,  
Glamour, the Boston Globe Magazine, and Boston Magazine. She has 
lectured at Harvard Medical School, MIT, Wellesley College, and the 
Cambridge Center for Adult Education. She has appeared on national 
radio and television news shows, talk shows and documentaries, includ-
ing the Leeza Show. Merle teaches one-day workshops on the baby de-
cision at the Cambridge Center for Adult Education in Cambridge, MA. 
www.thebabydecision.com  

https://www.thebabydecision.com/
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A snarky, steamy college romance  
from USA Today bestselling author Sarina Bowen 

 
THE YEAR WE FELL DOWN: 
The Ivy Years, book 1 
by Sarina Bowen  
 
She expected to start Harkness College as a varsity ice hockey player. 
But a serious accident means that Corey Callahan will start school in a 
wheelchair instead.  
 
Across the hall, in the other handicapped-accessible dorm room, lives 
the too-delicious-to-be real Adam Hartley, another would-be hockey 
star with his leg broken in two places. He’s way out of Corey’s league. 
Also, he’s taken.  
 
Nevertheless, an unlikely alliance blooms between Corey and Hartley in 
the “gimp ghetto” of McHerrin Hall. Over tequila, perilously balanced 
dining hall trays, and video games, the two cope with disappointments 
that nobody else understands. They’re just friends, of course, until one 
night when things fall apart. Or fall together. All Corey knows is that 
she’s falling. Hard.  
 
But will Hartley set aside his trophy girl to love someone as broken as 
Corey? If he won’t, she will need to find the courage to make a life for 
herself at Harkness—one which does not revolve around the sport she 
can no longer play, or the brown-eyed boy who’s afraid to love her 
back. 
 
“I not only bought this book and devoured it, I bought—and read—this 
entire NA series in a WEEK. It is OMG-awesome-NA-at-its-finest.”  
– Tammara Webber, New York Times bestselling author of Easy  
 
“I absolutely loved it! And I can’t wait to read the rest of her books.”  
– Colleen Hoover, New York Times bestselling author of Hopeless  
 
“This page-turner will have readers eagerly awaiting Bowen’s next 
book.” – Publishers Weekly  

 

Independently published 
March 2014 
81k words 
 
Genre: Contemporary romance  
 
Rights available:  
British and translation, except France  
 
Foreign sales: Czech (Baronet), Den-
mark (Gyldendal), Germany (Lübbe-
LYX), Italy (De Agostini), The Nether-
lands (SVM Publishing), Romania 
(Editura Litera), Russia (Exmo) 
 
 
Highlights:  
* A 20+ time USA Today bestselling 
author 
* A 20+ time Apple Books bestselling 
author 
* A RITA Award-winning author 
* Over a million copies of Sarina Bow-
en’s work sold 
 
 
Primary agent:  
Taryn Fagerness Agency  
 
WHY a highlight: We continue to 
make foreign sales, adding Denmark 
and Romania just recently!   
 
 

Sarina Bowen is the award-winning author of 
more than 30 contemporary novels. She has hit 
the USA Today bestseller list 17 times and 
counting. Formerly a derivatives trader on Wall 
Street, Sarina holds a BA in economics from Yale 
University. She lives on a few wooded acres in 
New Hampshire with her family, nine chickens, 
and far too much hockey gear. Sarina’s books 
are published in a dozen languages on four con-
tinents. www.sarinabowen.com  

http://www.sarinabowen.com
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 A pioneering, high profit means of leveraging  
business relationships  

 

CO-OPETITION 
by Adam M. Brandenburger & Barry J. Nalebuff  
 
Now available in paperback, with an all new Reader’s guide, The New 
York Times and Business Week bestseller Co-opetition revolutionized 
the game of business. With over 40,000 copies sold and now in its 9th 
printing, Co-opetition is a business strategy that goes beyond the old 
rules of competition and cooperation to combine the advantages of 
both. Co-opetition is a pioneering, high profit means of leveraging busi-
ness relationships. 
 
Intel, Nintendo, American Express, NutraSweet, American Airlines, and 
dozens of other companies have been using the strategies of co-
opetition to change the game of business to their benefit. Formulating 
strategies based on game theory, authors Brandenburger and Nalebuff 
created a book that’s insightful and instructive for managers eager to 
move their companies into a new mind set.  
 
“[U]ses a revolutionary approach to success in business—a form of 
thinking that is holistic, relational, contextual, and nourishing with a 
winning outcome for all those involved. Co-opetition could very well be 
the Eighth Law for Spiritual and Financial Success.” – Deepak Chopra, 
Author of The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success 
 
“The idea of complementors is one of the least appreciated concepts in 
business—yet it is immensely valuable. This book does a real service by 
introducing it into our thought processes.” – Andrew S. Grove, Presi-
dent and CEO, Intel 

 

Doubleday Business 
May 1996 
Hardcover 
80k words 
 
Genre: Non-fiction, business  
 
Rights available:  
Translation (US publisher has world 
English rights)  
 
Foreign sales: China (Penguin Random 
House Beijing), Taiwan (Somewhere Else 
Publishing) 
 
 
Highlights: 
*New York Times and Business Week 
bestseller 
 
 
Primary agent: 
Lorin Rees  
Rees Literary Agency 
 
Material: Available 
 
WHY a highlight: This New York Times 
and Business Week bestseller just goes 
on an on! It’s in it’s ninth printing and 
remains relevant in today’s business 
world.  

Adam Brandenburger was a professor at the Har-
vard Business School from 1987 to 2002. He is the 
author of a number of Harvard’s strategy cases and, 
with Barry Nalebuff, author of the book Co-
Opetition. His articles about game theory and busi-
ness strategy have appeared in such publications as 
Econometrica, Journal of Economic Theory, Journal 
of Economics & Management Strategy, and Harvard 
Business Review. 
 
 
Barry Nalebuff, the Milton Steinbach Professor at 
Yale School of Management, is co-author with Ad-
am Brandenburger of Co-Opetition. His first book, 
Thinking Strategically: The Competitive Edge in Busi-
ness, Politics, and Everyday Life, written with Avi-
nash Dixit, is a popular business school text. 
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For fans of Ezra Jack Keats, this perfect read-aloud  
is a timeless story featuring plenty of animals 

 

LION, LION 
written by Miriam Busch 
illustrated by Larry Day  
 
A little boy is looking for Lion. Lion is looking for lunch. 
 
And so our story begins. But look closely....In this tale, nothing is quite 
as it seems! 
 
Children will delight in this classic picture book with a mischievous 
twist. 
 
“Sly, dark humor for little ones—at its best.” – Kirkus  
 
“A killer combination of twisty wordplay, kid-perfect watercolors and 
characters that demand funny voices, Lion, Lion is a read aloud sure to 
leave your audience delighted and you just a little hoarse.” – NPR 
 
“With plenty of chuckle-worthy illustrations and a simple but enjoyable 
story, this should work well in storytimes or for one-on-one reading.”  
– School Library Journal 
 
“Amusing…[with] a Sendakian flair….An excellent way to introduce 
younger listeners to the deliberate subversion of expectations.” – Bulle-
tin of the Center for Children’s Books  
 
 

 

Balzer & Bray/HarperCollins 
September 2014  
32 pages 
 
Genre: Children’s picture book  
 
Rights available:  
Translation 
 

Foreign publishers: Taiwan (San Min 
Book Co.)  
 
 
Highlights:  
* Award-winning author 
* One of NPR’s best books of 2014 
* A Junior Library Guild selection 
 
 
Primary agent:  
Amy Rennert 
Amy Rennert Literary Agency  
 
WHY a highlight: It’s an agency favor-
ite, and it features a Black main charac-
ter.  
 
 

Miriam Busch received her MFA in writing for 
children and young adults from Hamline Uni-
versity in Saint Paul, Minnesota. She is the 
author of Storms, a National Geographic Early 
Reader, and Raisin, the Littlest 
Cow (Balzer+Bray, 2017).  She is also the re-
cipient of the 2012 Herman W. Block award 
and the 2013 MFAC prize for Critical Writing. 
www.miriambuschauthor.com  

 

Larry Day was born and raised in Gibson City, 
Illinois, a rural farming community where he 
flunked high school Art. He received an Asso-
ciate’s Degree in commercial art, and worked 
as a staff artist for pinball and video games 
before becoming a storyboard artist and pic-
ture book illustrator. Day is the recipient of 3 
Gold medals from the Society Of Illustrators, 
and the SCBWI Golden Kite Award for Not 
Afraid Of Dogs. www.larrydayillustration.com   

https://miriambuschauthor.com/
https://larrydayillustration.com/
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A New York Times bestseller for fans of H is for Hawk  

 
THE HIDDEN LIVES OF OWLS:  
The Science and Spirit of Nature’s Most Elusive Birds 
by Leigh Calvez  
 
In this New York Times bestseller that will appeal to readers of H is for 
Hawk, a naturalist probes the forest to comprehend the secret lives of 
owls. Join Leigh Calvez on adventures into the world of owls: owl-
watching, avian science, and the deep forest—often in the dead of 
night. These birds are a bit mysterious, and that’s part of what makes 
them so fascinating. Calvez makes the science entertaining and accessi-
ble while exploring the questions about the human-animal connection, 
owl obsession, habitat, owl calls, social behavior, and mythology. 
 
“Aims to entertain by sharing...owl adventures in the field, and by dis-
cussing mythology and owl obsession.” – Forbes 
 
“She [Calvez] offers a thought-provoking, behind-the-scenes look at the 
work of countless volunteers and scientists who study the “secret” lives 
of owls. Their unsung efforts in banding, recording, observing, nest-
checking and other owl-related activities are truly impressive. And she 
presents the extreme challenges some owl species face in a changing 
world and changing ecosystem.” – Washington Post 
 
“Calvez probes the forest at night in search of answers to the mystery 
[of owls], exploring topics such as owl calls, social behavior and mythol-
ogy attached to the species.” – The Chicago Tribune 
 
“Calvez writes with feeling and is obviously in awe of these mysterious 
creatures.” – Library Journal  
 
“Leigh Calvez enters the world of owls with a sense of wonder as wide-
eyed as her subjects. The reader shares every discovery along the way 
in this winning and heartfelt exploration.” – Thor Hanson, author 
of Feathers and Bartholomew Quill  
 
 
 
 

 

Sasquatch Books 
August 2016 
54k words 
 
Genre: Non-fiction, nature 
 
Rights available:  
British and Translation  
 
Foreign sales: China (The Commercial 
Press Hanfenlou Culture), Poland (Muza)  
 
 
Highlights:  
* New York Times bestseller 
* Pacific Northwest Booksellers Associa-
tion bestseller 
* 2016 Washington State Book Award 
finalist 
 
 
Rights holder:  
Sasquatch Books 
 
WHY a highlight: Nature books are 
trending, and “who” doesn’t love owls?  
 
 

Leigh Calvez is the author of The Hidden Lives of 
Owls and The Breath of a Whale. Her work has been 
published in American Nature Writing, the Ecol-
ogist, Ocean Realm, the Christian Science Monitor, 
the Seattle Times, the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, and 
other publications. www.leighcalvez.com  

http://www.leighcalvez.com/
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The essential book of basic skills and country wisdom  
for living off the land, being prepared, and doing it yourself. 

Keep your family healthy, safe, and independent. 
No matter what’s going on in the world  

 

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COUNTRY LIVING:  
50th Anniversary Edition 
The Original Manual for Living Off the Land & Doing it Yourself 
by Carla Emery  
 
From homesteaders to urban farmers, and everyone in between, there 
is a desire for a simpler way of life—a healthier, greener, more self-
sustaining, and holistic approach to modern life. With its origins in the 
back-to-the-land movement of the late 1960s, Carla Emery’s landmark 
book has grown into a comprehensive guide to living a sustainable life-
style, while lowering your carbon footprint in the process. Find inspira-
tion and know-how to live independently in this comprehensive guide, 
including how to: can, dry, and preserve food, plan your garden, grow 
your own food, make 20-minute cheese, make your own natural skin-
care products, bake bread, cook on a wood stove, learn beekeeping, 
raise chickens, goats, and pigs, make organic bug spray, treat your fami-
ly with homemade remedies, make fruit leather, forage for wild food, 
spin wool into yarn, mill your own flour , tap a maple tree, and more! 
 
Basic, thorough, and reliable, this book deserves a place in urban and 
rural homes alike. 
 
“Although mainly a modern individualist’s resource on how to grow and 
prepare food, this work is much more. As one aston-ished browser ac-
claimed, ‘Is there anything this book doesn’t tell you how to do?’” – Li-
brary Journal  

 

Sasquatch Books 
December 2019 
275k words 
 
Genre: Non-fiction, home and garden 
 
Rights available:  
British and Translation 
 
 
Highlights:  
* Over 800,00 copies sold 
* In print for 50 years 
 
 
Rights holder:  
Sasquatch Books 
 
WHY a highlight: This is the classic 
title for doing it yourself. Get ready for 
the next pandemic!  
 

Carla Emery lived on a farm in Idaho for more 
than 30 years as a wife, mother of seven, 
home-schooler, goat-keeper, garden-grower, 
writer, and country-living instructor. She 
wrote and self-published the first editions of 
The Encyclopedia of Count during the early 
1970s and also ran her “School of Country 
Living.” Carla sold nearly 90,000 copies of her 
self-published editions, traveling the country 
to promote it and appearing on such shows as 
The Mike Douglas Show, The Tonight Show 

with Johnny Carson, The Phil Donahue Show, and Good Morning Ameri-
ca, where she demonstrated country-living skills such as goat-milking, 
bread-making, and butter-churning. When Sasquatch Books published 
the 9th Edition of Encyclopedia in 1994, Carla continued to travel the 
country promoting and selling the book, and teaching the timeless skills 
of country living. Carla cultivated a large and loyal following across the 
country. Carla passed away in 2005.   
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A series curated to empower young children  
to become aware of big emotions  

 

I CHOOSE TO CALM MY ANGER  
by Elizabeth Estrada   
 
Jackson gets upset and doesn’t understand how his emotions are con-
trolling his behavior. Through colorful illustrations and rhythmic 
rhymes, he learns coping mechanisms on how to deal with big emotions 
like anger. 
 
Does your child get upset easily? Developing tools that help you cope 
with everyday struggles can lead to a calmer well-being.  
 
I Choose to Calm My Anger is a story with social emotional learning in 
mind. It has been praised by teachers and therapists worldwide. 
 
This story, told from Jackson’s point of view, will help open your child’s 
mind to what it feels like to be angry and how to deal with it. Jackson 
will teach your child how we are empowered to change our mindset 
and how we deal with life’s setbacks. With Jackson in real life examples, 
your child will learn to develop their understanding of their own emo-
tions. Throughout the story, Jackson will show you how it feels to be 
angry and then how to cope. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Also in the series  

 

Independently published  
February 2021 
Hardcover  
39 pages  
 
Genre: Children’s picture book 
 
Rights available:  
British and Translation 
 
 
Highlights: 
* Over 80,000 copies of the series sold  
* Developed alongside counselors and 
parents as a resource in social emotion-
al curriculum 
 
 
Primary agent: 
Joseph Perry 
Perry Literary 
 
Material: Available 
 
WHY a highlight: With over 80,000 
copies sold, this children’s book series 
about dealing with big emotions is a 
favorite of kids and parents.  
 
 
 

Elizabeth Estrada’s greatest joy is being a mother. She has worked with 
students K-12 as a teacher and, in later years, as a school counselor in 
the public school system. Her books are written to foster self regulation 
and emotional control. Elizabeth is the author of the I Choose Series. 
www.ichoosebooks.com  

http://www.ichoosebooks.com
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The decluttering craze meets a passion for sustainable living 
and interior design in this gorgeous new book for readers 

of The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up  
 

NEW MINIMALISM:  
Decluttering and Design for Sustainable, Intentional Living 
by Cary Fortin & Kyle Quilicy  
 
Your external space reflects your internal state. What does your home 
say about you? This book promises an opportunity for self-reflection 
and lasting change, by getting to the bottom of why we’ve accumulated 
too much stuff in the first place, therefore allowing us to transform our 
lives. Professional decluttering and design team Cary and Kyle of New 
Minimalism will take you through every step, from assessing your emo-
tional relationship to your stuff to decluttering your home to then turn-
ing it into a beautifully designed space that feels clean and tidy without 
feeling sparse or prescriptive. And all of this without filling up a land-
fill—you’ll find resources and strategies to donate and reuse your stuff 
so you don’t have to feel guilty about getting rid of it!  
 
“The authors of New Minimalism reveal how your emotional style re-
lates to the possessions you keep—and how you can finally get past it.” 
– Oprah 
 
“Clean up your act in your home’s trickiest spots with these smart strat-
egies.” – Rachael Ray Every Day 
 
“This is minimalism for the rest of us…[a] more practical take on the less
-is-more lifestyle [that is] more about ending the cycle of “busy” than 
creating a perfect house.” – The Washington Post 

 

Sasquatch Books 
January 2018 
44k words 
 
Genre: Non-fiction, home and garden 
 
Rights available:  
Translation  
 
Foreign sales: China (HuaZhong Uni-
versity Press), Germany (Knesebeck Ver-
lag), Russia (Atticus-Azbooka) 
 
Rights holder:  
Sasquatch Books 
 
WHY a highlight: Minimalism is trend-
ing (especially as everyone realized how 
cluttered their house was during lock-
down)  
 
 
 

Cary Fortin specializes in the psychology 
behind decision-making and attachments, 
as well as connecting with new organiza-
tions who can benefit from clients’ dona-
tions. She graduated with honors from 
Dartmouth College with a degree in psy-
chology. www.caryfortin.com  
Kyle Quilici specializes in creating beauti-
ful spaces using the items clients already 
own and love. She graduated from Bos-
ton College with a degree in organization-

al behavior, studied interior design at Parsons School of Design in New 
York and earned her certificate in sustainable design from UC Berkeley’s 
Extension.  
Together as New Minimalism, Cary and Kyle have conducted hundreds of 
decluttering sessions and as a result they have donated over 10,675 cu-
bic feet of clothing, art supplies, furniture, and decor to local charities; 
that’s the equivalent of over 427 bath tubs. www.newminimalism.com  

https://www.caryfortin.com/
http://www.newminimalism.com/
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Poker math is easy to learn!  

 
ESSENTIAL POKER MATH, EXPANDED EDITION: 
Fundamental No-Limit Hold’em Mathematics You Need to Know 
by Alton Hardin 
 
Poker math is a vitally important aspect to No Limit Holdem poker, but 
it’s often overlooked or simply not used because many poker players 
fear it is too difficult to learn. I’m here to tell you it is not. In fact, funda-
mental poker math is very easy to learn. More importantly, it can yield 
you a lot more profits at the poker table. Without using simple math at 
the poker table, you are simply playing a guessing game. 
 
In this book I’ll teach you how to use simple arithmetic at the poker ta-
ble to gain a huge skill advantage over your opponents that will allow 
you to win more and lose less. Poker players that don’t use math are 
simply guessing and you’ll learn to no longer guess and know the cor-
rect mathematical move at the poker table. These simple mathematical 
concepts I’ll be teaching you will drastically help improve your poker 
game and allow you to make the most profitable decisions at poker. 
 
“Alton Harding, has taken Poker Math to a whole new level with this 
Expanded Edition. The book will teach you the poker math needed to 
improve your game and beat your opponents....Harding explains the 
mathematical theories in a way that almost anybody should under-
stand. Additionally, the exercises are easy to follow and comprehend.” 
– BookOnPoker.com 
 
“’I hate math’ & ‘Just tell me what I need to know’, you say? Well, this is 
the book for you. The most important poker math is distilled down to 
easy to understand and digestible nuggets which will get your mathe-
matical thought process on the right track.” – How to Play Poker Info 

 

Independently published 
October 2016 
Hardcover 
70k words 
 
Genre: Non-fiction, gaming  
 
Rights available:  
British and translation  
 
Foreign publishers: Japan (Pan Roll-
ing), Russia (Bombora) 
 
 
Highlights: 
*#1 Amazon bestseller, Card Game 
Gambling, and Poker categories 
* Gunshot Magazine, Top 5 Poker Books 
Players Should Read in 2021 
* Rohit Hebbar, Top 15 Poker Books 
Worth Spending Your Money On” 
* Poker Players Alliance, The Best Poker 
Books You Can Buy From Amazon in 
2021 
* Your Poker Dream, Top Five Best Pok-
er Books Every Ambitious Player Should 
Study  
* ThePokerMindset, Top 35 Must Read 
Poker Books Of All Time  
 
 
Handling foreign rights:  
Taryn Fagerness Agency 
 
Material: Available 
 
WHY a highlight: Hundreds of thou-
sands of people play online poker, and 
this book has been a top seller in Ama-
zon in the Poker category since 2015 
and is widely regarded as the best book 
on the subject.  

Alton Hardin is a #1 Amazon bestselling author 
and poker coach. He has published five poker 
books and over 30 courses, where he has sold 
over 67,000 copies of his poker books and 
33,000 students have taken his courses in over 
130 countries. He is the founder of MicroGrind-
er Poker School—an affordable online poker 
school dedicated to both beginner and strug-
gling micro stakes poker players, where he pro-
vides a wide array of free and affordable poker 
resources and poker training, including courses, 

strategy articles, and training video series. Alton has been playing poker 
for well over a decade, both live and online. www.MicroGrinder.com  

https://bookonpoker.com/blog/7-best-books-about-poker-math-odds-and-probabilities/
https://howtoplaypokerinfo.com/best-poker-books/
http://www.microgrinder.com/
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Remove the last obstacle for ultimate success 

 
THE BIG LEAP:  
Conquer Your Hidden Fear and Take Life to the Next Level 
by Gay Hendricks  
 
Most of us believe that we will finally feel satisfied and content with our 
lives when we get the good news we have been waiting for, find a 
healthy relationship, or achieve one of our personal goals. However, 
this rarely happens. Good fortune is often followed by negative emo-
tions that overtake us and result in destructive behaviors. “I don’t de-
serve this,” “this is too good to be true,” or any number of harmful 
thought patterns prevent us from experiencing the joy and satisfaction 
we have earned. Sound familiar? This is what New York 
Times bestselling author Gay Hendricks calls the Upper Limit Problem, a 
negative emotional reaction that occurs when anything positive enters 
our lives. The Upper Limit Problem not only prevents happiness, but it 
actually stops us from achieving our goals. It is the ultimate life road-
block. 
 
In The Big Leap, Hendricks reveals a simple yet comprehensive program 
for overcoming this barrier to happiness and fulfillment, presented in a 
way that engages both the mind and heart. Working closely with more 
than one thousand extraordinary achievers in business and the arts—
from rock stars to Fortune 500 executives—whose stories are featured 
in these pages, the book describes the four hidden fears that are at the 
root of the Upper Limit Problem. 
 
The Big Leap delivers a proven method for first identifying which of 
these four fears prevents us from reaching our personal upper limit, 
and then breaking through that limitation to achieve what Hendricks 
refers to as our Zone of Genius. Hendricks provides a clear path for 
achieving our true potential and attaining not only financial success but 
also success in love and life. 
 

 

Harper One 
April 2009 
66k words 
 
Genre: Non-fiction, self-help 
 
Rights available:  
Translation (US publisher has world 
English rights)  
 
Foreign sales: France (J’ai Lu), Hungary 
(Guruló Egyetem), Russia (Practical 
Medicine), Spain (Editorial Faro), Taiwan 
(Longstone) 
 
 
Highlights: 
* A New York Times bestselling author 
* Over 100,000 copies sold 
 
 
Primary agent:  
Bonnie Solow 
Solow Literary Enterprises 
 
WHY a highlight: This book just goes 
on and on! It’s consistently renewed or 
resold and remains and inspiring classic.  
 
 

Gay Hendricks has served for more than 30 
years as one of the major contributors to the 
fields of relationship transformation and body-
mind therapies. Throughout his career, Dr. Hen-
dricks has coached more than 800 executives, 
including the top management at firms such as 
Dell, Hewlett-Packard, Motorola, and KLM. 
Along with his wife, Dr. Kathlyn Hendricks, he 
has coauthored many books including Conscious 
Loving, The Corporate Mystic, and the New York 
Times bestseller Five Wishes, which has been 

translated into 17 languages. Dr. Hendricks received his PhD in counsel-
ing psychology from Stanford University. After a 21 year career as a pro-
fessor at the University of Colorado, he founded the Hendricks Institute, 
which offers seminars in North America, Asia, and Europe. He is also a 
founder of The Spiritual Cinema Circle. www.hendricks.com  

https://hendricks.com/
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Meet Little Kunoichi, a young ninja in training!  
 

LITTLE KUNOICHI THE NINJA GIRL  
by Sanae Ishida  

 
On a “super secret island” in a “super super secret village,” Little 
Kunoichi, is struggling at school. Inspired by tiny Chibi Samurai’s prac-
tice and skills, she works harder than ever and makes a friend. Togeth-
er, they show the power of perseverance, hard work, and cooperation, 
and they wow the crowd at the Island Festival. Through beautiful water-
color illustrations, and a funny and endearing story, Little Kunoichi will 
capture the imagination of young ninjas-in-training. 
 
“Ishida cleverly and drolly promotes the virtues of hard work, imagina-
tion, and play....Stunning artwork, full of warmth and pizazz, presents a 
lovable heroine who will win hearts with her perseverance and humor.” 
– Kirkus Reviews, starred review 
 
“Ishida’s lovely watercolor illustrations stand out and add charm and 
depth to this playful tale....VERDICT A fun title with great appeal.”  
– School Library Journal 
 
“Kunoichi knows she’s gotta train like crazy to be a warrior. Gorgeous 
watercolors, great message.” – Good Housekeeping  

 

Little Bigfoot/Sasquatch Books  
May 2015 
32 pages 
 
Genre: Picture Book 
 
Rights available:  
British and Translation  
 
 
Highlights:  
* First book in a series 
* Includes a short and easy guide to 
Japanese culture at the end of the book 
 
 
Rights holder: 
Sasquatch Books 
 
WHY a highlight: An adorable book 
about a little ninja girl!  
 

Sanae Ishida writes, sews, draws, and takes pho-
tos almost every day. She lives with her husband 
and daughter in Seattle. She is the author of a 
book of sewing projects and personal essays, 
Sewing Happiness, the craft book Animal Friends 
to Sew, as well as three children’s books in the 
Little Kunoichi the Ninja Girl series. Both she and 
her daughter have too many handmade clothes. 
http://sanaeishida.com  

http://sanaeishida.com
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A recipe for living by heart,  
offering a whole new way of seeing and being  

 

WISDOM FROM AN EMPTY MIND 
by Jacob Liberman with Erik Liberman   
 
Wisdom from an Empty Mind is a compilation of spiritual essays, pre-
sented in easy-to-digest, one-page sound bites with accompanying 
quotes. It addresses life’s most important questions, with themes rang-
ing from health and relationships to the attainment of true content-
ment, revealing the recipe for living life by heart. Wisdom from an Emp-
ty Mind gently pierces the heart and mind with timeless principles and 
common-sense wisdom, offering a whole new way of seeing and being. 
  
True health and happiness depend on how free we are of the past, how 
unattached we are to the future, and ultimately, how present we are in 
each moment. Our real meditation is in how we handle our daily affairs, 
how we communicate with each other, and the integrity with which we 
conduct our business. In other words, how deeply we recognize that 
our life is our message. Based on this fundamental principle, Wisdom 
shares simple yet profound insights for living more fully, emptying the 
mind of worry, and experiencing the freedom that comes from true 
presence. 
 
“Wisdom from an Empty Mind is a book you will want to revisit many 
times....” –  Eckhart Tolle, author of The Power of Now 
 
“Filled with profound and deceptively simple insights.” – Bonnie Raitt 
 
“This is a book you will derive inspiration from over and over again….A 
great selection.” – Kansas City Wellness Journal 

 

Independently published 
April 2001 
Trade paperback 
30k words 
 
Genre: Non-fiction, spirituality  
 
Rights available:  
British and translation  
 
Foreign sales: Czech (Euromedia 
Group), France (Orange Palm and Mag-
nificent Magnus Publications Inc), The 
Netherlands (Uitgeverij Ankh-Hermes) 
 
Primary agent: 
Steve Harris 
CSG Literary Partners 
 
Material: Available 
 
WHY a highlight: Mindfulness is on 
trend (especially as the world get crazi-
er by the day), and this easy-to-read 
compilation from author Jacob Liber-
man’s presentations around the world 
touches the heart of what truly matters.  
 
 

Dr. Jacob Israel Liberman is the author of Luminous 
Life: How the Science of Light Unlocks the Art of Liv-
ing, Light: Medicine of the Future, Take Off Your 
Glasses and See, and Wisdom From an Empty Mind. 
Trained as an optometrist and vision scientist, his 
life changed after the healing of his own eyesight, 
leading him to a deeper understanding of light and 
the science of life. www.jacobliberman.org  
 
 

Erik Liberman has worked under the auspices of 
Martin Scorsese, Steven Soderbergh, Robert Red-
ford, Mike Nichols, Joey Soloway, and many of the 
brightest names on Broadway. Erik trained at Lon-
don’s Complicité and National Theatre, where he 
came under the wing of Judi Dench. He was the face 
of noted improv-and-sketch-comedy school, The 
Groundlings. He is Jacob Liberman’s son. 
www.erikliberman.org  

https://www.jacobliberman.org/
http://www.erikliberman.org/
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A companion book for young readers based on 491: New  
Revelations of the Americas Before Columbus,  

the groundbreaking bestseller by Charles C. Mann  

 
BEFORE COLUMBUS:  
The Americas of 1491 
by Charles Mann 
 
Traditionally, we learned in school that the ancestors of the people who 
inhabited the Western Hemisphere at the time of Columbus’s landing 
had crossed the Bering Strait 12 thousand years ago; existed mainly in 
small, nomadic bands; and lived so lightly on the land that the Americas 
were, for all practical purposes, still a vast wilderness. But as Charles C. 
Mann now makes clear, archaeologists and anthropologists have spent 
the last 30 years proving these and many other long-held assumptions 
wrong. In a book that startles and persuades, Mann reveals how a new 
generation of researchers equipped with novel scientific techniques 
came to previously unheard-of conclusions.  
 
Mann sheds clarifying light on the methods used to arrive at these new 
visions of the pre-Columbian Americas and how they have affected our 
understanding of our history and our thinking about the environment. 
His book is an exciting and learned account of scientific inquiry and rev-
elation. 
 
“In this beautifully illustrated and concise adaptation of 1491: New Rev-
elations of the Americas Before Columbus, Mann paints a superb picture 
of pre-Columbian America….Well-chosen, vividly colored graphics and 
photographs of mummies, pyramids, artifacts, and landscapes as well as 
the author’s skillful storytelling will command the attention of even the 
most reluctant readers.”  – School Library Journal, starred review  

Holt McDougal  
September 2009 
28k words 
 
Genre: Young adult, history  
 
Rights available:  
Translation (US publisher has world 
English rights)  
 
Foreign sales: China (CITC Press) 
 
Foreign sales for 1491: China (China 
CITIC Press), The Netherlands (Nieuw 
Amsterdam), Finland (Kustannus), 
France (Albin Michel), Germany 
(Rowohlt), Poland (Rebis), Spain 
(Capitán Swing Libros), Taiwan 
(Acropolis), Turkey (MKA Kultur), Vi-
etnam (Huy Hoang Cultural Stock Co.)  
 
 
Highlights: 
* This is a beautifully illustrated and 
concise adaptation of Charles C. Mann’s 
bestselling classic 1491: New Revolu-
tions of the Americas Before Columbus.  
* 1491: 
— Over half a million copies sold 
— A The New York Times 100 Notable 
Books of the Year 
— Winner of the Best Book Award from 
National Academies of Science 
— Winner of the National Communica-
tions Award for best book of the year 
 
 
Primary agent:  
Anthony Arnove 
Roam Agency 
 
WHY a highlight: This is a fabulous 
young reader adaptation of a bestsel-
ling classic, and we keep getting re-
quests for non-fiction for kids/teens.  
 
 

Charles C. Mann is a correspondent for 
The Atlantic, Science, and Wired, and 
has written for Fortune, The New York 
Times, Smithsonian, Vanity Fair, and 
The Washington Post, and for HBO and 
Law & Order. A three-time National 
Magazine Award finalist, he is the re-
cipient of the writing awards from the 
American Bar Association, the Ameri-
can Institute of Physics, the Alfred P. 
Sloan Foundation, and the Lannan 

Foundation. His 1491 won the National Communications Award for the 
best book of the year and the US National Academy of Sciences’ Keck 
award for the best book of the year, and both 1491 and the follow-up, 
1493, became New York Times bestsellers. He lives in Amherst, Massa-
chusetts. www.charlesmann.org  

http://www.charlesmann.org
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A rare novel, a small book carrying very big ideas,  
the kind of story that stays with you long after  

you’ve finished reading it 
   

MEM  
by Bethany C. Morrow  
 
Set in the glittering art deco world of a century ago, MEM makes one 
slight alteration to history: a scientist in Montreal discovers a method 
allowing people to have their memories extracted from their minds, 
whole and complete. The Mems exist as mirror-images of their 
source—zombie-like creatures destined to experience that singular 
memory over and over, until they expire in the cavernous Vault where 
they are kept. 
 
And then there is Dolores Extract #1, the first Mem capable of creating 
her own memories. An ageless beauty shrouded in mystery, she is al-
lowed to live on her own, and create her own existence, until one day 
she is summoned back to the Vault. What happens next is a gorgeously 
rendered, heart-breaking novel in the vein of Kazuo Ishiguro’s Never Let 
Me Go. Debut novelist Bethany Morrow has created an allegory for our 
own time, exploring profound questions of ownership, and how they 
relate to identity, memory and history, all in the shadows of Montreal’s 
now forgotten slave trade. 
 
"With her dizzying concept, richly imagined narrator, ornate setting, 
and first-rate storytelling, Morrow offers an epiphany for readers of 
speculative fiction with echoes of ideas explored in films like Blade Run-
ner and Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind. The defiant story of an 
impossible enigma who only yearns to be a real girl.” – Kirkus  
 
"MEM is a short, satisfying work made poignant by Elsie’s voice….Elsie 
holds up a mirror to her human counterparts, and the reader as well.”  
– The Washington Post 
 
“Bethany C. Morrow achieves the nearly impossible feat of creating tru-
ly new speculative fiction; reading it feels like discovery.” – BuzzFeed 

Unnamed Press 
May 2018 
43k words 
 
Genre: YA speculative fiction  
 
Rights available:  
British and translation 
 
 
Highlights: 
* An Indie Next pick 
* An ABA Indies Introduce pick 
* A Barnes & Noble Discover 2018 pick 
* Named one of the Best Books of May 
2018 by The Washington Post, Bustle, 
and The Chicago Review of Books  
* Bethany C. Morrow is a USA Today, 
100 Black novelists and fiction writers 
you should read  
 
 
Primary agent:  
Victoria Marini 
Irene Goodman Literary Agency 
 
WHY a highlight: This phenomenally-
reviewed novel is more relevant than 
ever!  
 
 

Bethany C. Morrow is an Indie bestselling author 
who writes for adult and young adult audiences, in 
genres ranging from speculative literary to contem-
porary fantasy to historical. She is author of the 
novels Mem and A Song Below Water, and editor/
contributor to the young adult anthology Take the 
Mic, which was the 2020 ILA Social Justice in Litera-
ture award-winner. Her work has been chosen as 
Indies Introduce and Indie Next picks, and featured 
in The Los Angeles Times, Forbes, Bustle, Buzzfeed, 
and more. She is included on USA Today’s list of 100 

Black novelists and fiction writers you should read. 
ww.bethanycmorrow.com  

https://www.bethanycmorrow.com/
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In today’s world of fast fashion, is there a place for a  
handcrafted $50,000 coat?   

  

THE COAT ROUTE:  
Craft, Luxury, & Obsession on the Trail of a $50,000 Coat  
by Meg Lukens Noonan   
 
When journalist Meg Lukens Noonan learned of an unthinkably expen-
sive, handcrafted overcoat that a fourth-generation tailor had made for 
a longtime client, she set off on an adventure to understand its prove-
nance, and from that impulse unspooled rich and colorful stories about 
its components, the centuries-old bespoke industry and its traditions, 
and the master craftsmen whose trade is an art form. 
  
In The Coat Route, Noonan traces its elements to their far-flung 
sources, from the remote mountains of Peru, where villagers shear vi-
cunas to the fabulous Florentine headquarters of Stefano Ricci, the 
world’s greatest silk designer; from the family-owned French fabric 
house Dormeuil, founded in 1842, which drapes kings, presidents, and 
movie stars to the 150-year-old English button-making firm. We meet 
the dapper son-in-law of an Australian wine baron who commissions 
the coat’s creation, and we come to know John Cutler, one of the top 
bespoke tailors in the world, who works his magic with scissors and 
thread out of his Sydney shop. Featuring a cast of offbeat, obsessed, 
and wildly entertaining characters, The Coat Route presents a rich tap-
estry of local masters, individual artisans, and family-owned companies 
that have stood against the tide of mass consumerism.  
 
“A spirited tour of fashion history….The Coat Route compels us to re-
member that behind every garment is a deep history and a pair of hu-
man hands—whether those hands stitched the dress’s hem or pulled a 
lever that stringed together that $30 must-have jacket.” – The Wall 
Street Journal 
 
“A fabulous story, brilliantly told.” – Bill Bryson  
 
“As captivating as any mystery or thriller, The Coat Route demystifies 
the rarefied universe of bespoke tailoring and provides a lens into the 
culture that covets it. It educates and inspires. I couldn’t put it down!”  
– Tim Gunn  

Spiegel & Grau 
July 2013 
Hardcover 
60k words 
 
Genre: Non-fiction, history  
 
Rights available:  
Translation  
 
Foreign sales: British (Scribe), Estonia 
(SAS Aripaev), Taiwan (Heliopolis)  
 
 
Highlights: 
* Winner of the American Association of 
Journalists and Authors Best General 
Nonfiction Book of 2013 
 
 
Primary agent: 
Deborah Grosvenor 
Grosvenor Literary Agency 
 
Material: Available 
 
WHY a highlight: Fascinating history is 
always of interest!  
 

Meg Lukens Noonan spent ten years as a corre-
spondent for Outside Magazine and has written for 
the New York Times, National Geographic Adven-
ture, Travel + Leisure, Esquire, Men’s Journal, 
Vogue, Coastal Living, Yankee, and many other 
publications. She is the author of The Coat Route 
and a co-author of Albatross: The True Story of a 
Woman’s Survival at Sea. She currently lives in New 
Hampshire. www.meglukensnoonan.com 

http://www.meglukensnoonan.com
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Is Frank still a spider with only seven legs? 

 
FRANK THE SEVEN-LEGGED SPIDER 
by Michaele Razi 
 
A fun-read aloud picture book about a spider who loves to weave amaz-
ing artistic webs, only to wake up one day to discover he’s missing a leg. 
Is he still a spider if he only has seven legs? His question is answered as 
his search for his missing leg takes readers on an adventure that is sure 
to bring a smile even to those wary of spiders. 
 
Frank loves being a spider, especially the part that involves having eight 
glorious legs. But one morning Frank wakes up missing a leg. One of his 
friends exclaims, “I barely recognize him!” Another friend asks, “Are you 
still a spider, Frank?” Is he still a spider? Frank doesn’t know. A funny 
and heartfelt quest filled with surprises ensues as Frank searches for his 
leg and the answer to his identity.  
 
“The deceptively straightforward text lures readers into the digital illus-
trations’ silly punch lines and droll grace notes...the Jon Klassen-esque 
twist puts a wicked spin on his journey to acceptance.” – Kirkus  
 
“Razi’s debut paints a hopeful picture about a protagonist with a physi-
cal disability while at the same time acknowledging some of the strug-
gles he encounters.” – School Library Journal 
 
“A silly story about a spider that loses his leg.” – Seattle Magazine 
 
“A tale that teaches self-acceptance and determination.”  – Seattle 
Times  

 

Little Bigfoot/Sasquatch Books 
September 2017 
32 pages 
 
Genre: Children’s picture book  
 
Rights available:  
Translation 
 
 
Highlights:  
* Amazon Editor’s Pick for September, 
2017 
* Washington State Book Award finalist 
for 2018 
* On the Texas 2x2 list for 2018 
 
 
Rights holder:  
Sasquatch Books 
 
WHY a highlight: This is a favorite 
read of Taryn’s three-year-old son.  
 
 

Michaele Razi lives outside of Seattle with her 
husband, two kids and their two rascally cats. 
She’s a children’s book writer and illustrator. 
She loves children’s books of all kinds: picture 
books, early chapter books, middle-grade books 
and young adult. She enjoys all genres but she 
likes to read (and write) characters who are silly, 
funny and a little bit naughty. Frank the Seven-
Legged Spider is her authorial debut. 
www.raziink.com  

http://www.raziink.com/
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A cherished tale of hardship and hard work 

 
WHEN WE WERE STRANGERS  
by Pamela Schoenewaldt  
 
“If you leave Opi, you’ll die with strangers,” Irma Vitale’s mother always 
warned. Even after her beloved mother’s passing, 20-year-old Irma 
longs to stay in her Abruzzo mountain village, plying her needle. But too 
poor and plain to marry and subject to growing danger in her own 
home, she risks rough passage to America and workhouse servitude to 
achieve her dream of making dresses for gentlewomen. In the raw im-
migrant quarters and with the help of an entrepreneurial Irish serving 
girl, ribbon-decked Polish ragman and austere Alsatian dressmaker, Ir-
ma begins to stitch together a new life…until her peace and self are 
shattered in the charred remains of the Great Chicago Fire. Enduring a 
painful recovery, Irma reaches deep within to find that she has even 
more to offer the world than her remarkable ability with a needle and 
thread. 
 
“The people as real as your own family, and the tale realistic enough to 
be any American’s.” – Nancy E. Turner, author of These is My Words  
 
 “Schoenewaldt’s heartbreaking debut is the late 19th century immi-
grant coming-of-age story of poor, plain Irma Vitale…Irma’s adventures 
and redeeming evolution make this a serious book club contender.”  
– Publishers Weekly 
 
“Schoenewaldt (who lived in Naples for several years) is a good story-
teller, and this, plus her attention to physical details, helps make the 
novel one that readers who like immigrant sagas should enjoy.” – Book-
list  
 
“I was caught up in this compelling tale from page one. In vivid and in-
ventive prose Pamela Schoenewaldt spins out the story of immigrant 
Irma Vitale’s odyssey from her tiny Italian village to the jostling crowds 
of urban America in the 1880s—a heroine of courage and grit in a time 
of tumultuous change and opportunity. I was eager to follow every 
twist and turn. As a reader and frequent reviewer I long for this kind of 
lovely prose. A cut above.” – Carolly Erickson, author of The Hidden 
Diary of Marie Antoinette 
 
 

 

HarperCollins 
January 2011  
98k words 
 
Genre: Fiction, historical 
 
Rights available:  
Translation 
 
Foreign Sales: Italy (Ianieri Edizioni),  
 
 
Highlights:  
* USA Today bestseller 
* A Spring 2011 Selection for the Barnes 
& Noble Discover Great New Writers 
Program 
* A Book-of-the-Month Club and Dou-
bleday Book Club alternate selection for 
January, 2011 
* Short-listed for the Langham Prize in 
American Historical 
 
 
Primary agent:  
Courtney Miller-Callahan 
Handspun Literary Agency  
 
WHY a highlight: Historical fiction is 
hot right now!  
 

Pamela Schoenewaldt is the USA Today bestselling 
author of When We Were Strangers, Swimming in 
the Moon, and Under the Same Blue Sky . Her short 
stories have appeared in literary magazines in Eng-
land, France, Italy, and the United States. She 
taught writing for the University of Maryland, Euro-
pean Division, and the University of Tennessee. 
www.pamelaschoenewaldt.com   

https://pamelaschoenewaldt.com/
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It turns out that old junk in the attic  
holds extraordinary power! 

 

TESLA’S ATTIC:  
The Accelerati trilogy, book 1  
by Neal Shusterman & Eric Elfman   
 
After their home burns down, 14-year-old Nick, his younger brother, 
and their father move into a ramshackle Victorian house they’ve inher-
ited. When Nick opens the door to his attic room, he’s hit in the head by 
a toaster. That’s just the beginning of his weird experiences with the old 
junk stored up there. After getting rid of the odd antiques in a garage 
sale, Nick befriends some local kids—Mitch, Caitlin, and Vincent—and 
they discover that all of the objects have extraordinary properties. 
What’s more, Nick figures out that the attic is a strange magnetic vor-
tex, which attracts all sorts of trouble. It’s as if the attic itself has an in-
telligence...and a purpose. 
 
Ultimately Nick learns that the genius Nikola Tesla placed the items—
his last inventions—in the attic as part of a larger plan that he mathe-
matically predicted. Nick and his new friends must retrieve everything 
that was sold at the garage sale and keep it safe. But the task is fraught 
with peril—in addition to the dangers inherent in Tesla’s mysterious 
and powerful creations, a secret society of physicists, the Accelerati, is 
determined to stop Nick and alter destiny to achieve its own devious 
ends. It’s a lot for a guy to handle, especially when he’d much rather fly 
under the radar as the new kid in town.  
 
“Fans of intrigue, action, humor, and nonstop surprises are guaranteed 
an adventure unlike any other in Tesla’s Attic, for readers of Rick 
Riordan’s Kane Chronicles or Kenneth Oppel’s Airborne.” – Booklist  

Little, Brown Books for Young 
Readers  
February 2014 
Hardcover 
60k words 
 

Genre: Middle-grade adventure/fantasy 
 
Rights available:  
British and translation  
 
Foreign publishers: Germany (Löwe), 
The Netherlands (Van Holkema & War-
endorf), Norway (Gyldendal), Poland 
(Egmont Polska), Romania (Corint), 
Spain (Grupo Anaya), Turkey (Marti) 
 
 
Highlights:  
* 2014 VOYA Top Shelf Honoree 
* CLAU Beehive Book Award, YA winner 
2016  
* Junior Library Guild Selection 
* El Banco del Libro’s Best Books for 
Children and Youth 2016 
* Neal Shusterman is a New York Times 
bestselling author  
 
 
Primary agent: 
Andrea Brown 
Andrea Brown Literary Agency 
 
Material: Available  
 
WHY a highlight: This middle-grade 
fantasy adventure is a classic!  
 

Neal Shusterman is a New York Times bestselling 
author of many novels for young adults, includ-
ing Unwind, which was an ALA Best Book for 
Young Adults and a Quick Pick for Reluctant 
Young Readers, and Scythe, which won the pres-
tigious Prix des Lecteurs award in France and was 
named by TIME Magazine as one of the 100 Best 
YA Books of All Time. www.storyman.com 
 
 
 
Eric Elfman is the award-winning author of many 
books for children and young adults. His three 
offbeat almanacs, published by Random House, 
include Almanac of the Gross, Disgusting & To-
tally Repulsive (named an ALA Recommended 
Book for Reluctant Readers) and The Very Scary 
Almanac. He also wrote three X-Files novels pub-
lished by HarperCollins and two collections of 
scary short stories. 

http://www.storyman.com
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A step-by-step system for mastering trading psychology  
 

THE MENTAL GAME OF TRADING: 
A System for Solving Problems with Greed, Fear, Anger,  
Confidence, and Discipline 
by Jared Tendler 
 
With straight talk and practical solutions, Jared Tendler brings a new 
voice to trading psychology. In The Mental Game of Trading, he busts 
myths about emotions, greed, and discipline, and shows you how to 
look past the obvious to identify the real reasons you’re struggling. This 
book is different from anything else on the market. You’ll get a step-by-
step system for discovering the cause of your problems and eliminating 
them once and for all. And through real stories of traders from around 
the world who have successfully used Tendler’s system, you’ll learn 
how to tackle your problems, improve your day-to-day performance, 
and increase your profits. 
 
Whether you’re an independent or institutional trader, and regardless 
of whether you trade equities, forex, or cryptocurrencies, you can use 
this system to improve your decision-making and execution. Finally, you 
have a way to reach your potential as a trader. Now’s the time to make 
it happen. 
 
“A lot of mainstream trading psychology books talk about what you 
should be doing. Jared’s book is groundbreaking because it gives you an 
actual model to implement. This is a huge differentiator. As you evolve 
as a trader, you’ll learn more about yourself and your own individual 
challenges. One you have the framework in place, it will always be there 
for you.” – Chris Duhanci 
 
“Without a doubt, this book will improve your trading results. Jared has 
helped me to work through my tilt, rather than avoiding it. Asking ‘why’ 
has enabled me to learn from my patterns….It takes practice, but it’s 
worth it.” – Gurdeep Gosal 

Independently published 
April 2021 
Trade paperback 
80k words 
 
Genre: Non-fiction, investing  
 
Rights available:  
British and translation  
 
Foreign publishers: China (China 
Youth Book), Japan (Pan Rolling), Russia 
(Exmo), Taiwan (Heliopolis Culture 
Group) 
 
 
Highlights:  
* Hit #18 in Futures Trading and #20 in 
Financial Risk Management on Amazon 
* The audio books was a #1 new release 
in Futures Trading on Amazon for seven 
weeks 
 
 
Handling foreign rights:  
Taryn Fagerness Agency 
 
Material: Available 
 
WHY a highlight: Jared Tendler is a 
mental game coach with clients across 
45 countries, and this unique books on 
the psychology of trading is a must for 
any trader regardless of whether you 
trade equities, forex, or cryptocurren-
cies.  
 
 

Jared Tendler, M.S., LMHC, is an interna-
tionally recognized mental game coach. 
His roster of clients spans 45 countries 
and includes independent and institu-
tional traders, world champion poker 
players, entrepreneurs, e-sports athletes, 
and several PGA Tour players. In addition 
to The Mental Game of Trading, Jared is 
also the author of two bestselling books, 
The Mental Game of Poker and The Men-
tal Game of Poker 2. Jared previously 

served as the Head of Sport Psychology for the e-sport organization 
Team Liquid. https://jaredtendler.com  

https://jaredtendler.com/
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The classic bestseller outlining tactics for any business  
striving to achieve market dominance  

 

THE DISCIPLINE OF MARKET LEADERS:  
Choose Your Customers, Narrow Your Focus, Dominate Your 
Market  
by Michael Treacy & Fred Wiersema  
 
Why is it that Casio can sell a calculator more cheaply than Kellogg’s can 
sell a box of corn flakes? Why can FedEx “absolutely, positively” deliver 
your package overnight but airlines have trouble keeping track of your 
bags? What does your company do better than anyone else? What 
unique value do you provide to your customers? How will you increase 
that value next year? As customers’ demands for the highest quality 
products, best services, and lowest prices increase daily, the rules for 
market leadership are changing. Once powerful companies that haven’t 
gotten the message are faltering, while others, new and old, are thriv-
ing. In disarmingly simple and provocative terms, Michael and Fred 
show what it takes to become a leader in your market, and stay there, 
in an ever more sophisticated and demanding world. 

 
“A landmark work in market strategy that goes beyond TQM principles, 
this volume is essential for entrepreneurs and for public, academic, and 
corporate libraries.” – School Library Journal 
 
“The Discipline of Market Leaders is an insightful and interesting book, 
with much food for thought on how companies might reposition them-
selves to meet the increasingly challenging times that undoubtedly lie 
ahead.” – TCI Management Consultants  

Basic Books 
January 1995 
66k words 
 
Genre: Non-fiction, business 
 
Rights available:  
Translation  
 
Foreign sales: Korea (Kim & Kim Books  
 
 
Highlights:  
* New York Times bestseller 
* International bestseller 
* Over 600,000 copies sold 
* In print for over 25 years 
 
 
Primary agent:  
Rees Literary Agency 
 
WHY a highlight: This classic, bestsel-
ling business title remains a go-to text 
on market strategy and has been in 
print for over 25 years!  
 
 

Michael Treacy is a leading authority and lecturer 
on business strategy and corporate transformation. 
He is the founder of Treacy & Company LLC, a Bos-
ton-based management consulting and venture 
firm. www.treacyandco.com  
 
Customer strategist Fred Wiersema is Chair of the 
B2B Leadership Board and a distinguished ISBM Fel-
low at the Institute for the Study of Business Mar-
kets (ISBM) at Penn State University. He is best 
known for his thought and practice leadership in 
the B2B field, and for advancing the discipline of 
customer intimacy in both consumer and business 
markets. He is co-author of the global top seller, 
The Discipline of Market Leaders, and several other 
influential books. His doctorate is from Harvard 
Business School.  
  

http://www.treacyandco.com/
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Hitch a ride through time on the Danger Boy adventures. 
These rich, action-filled fantasies about a reluctant time-

traveler and his unusual sidekicks will keep readers on the 
edge of their seats 

 
ANCIENT FIRE: 
Danger Boy, book 1 
by Mark London Williams 
 
The year is 2019 and a secret government agency is forcing Eli Sands’ 
dad to continue with his time-travel experiments, even though Eli’s 
mom has just disappeared in one. Then Eli himself demonstrates an un-
expected ability to travel through time. Now he has a ridiculous new 
code name and a gravely important mission. With the help of new 
friends—Clyne, an intelligent dinosaur from an alternate reality, and 
Thea, a girl scientist from ancient Egypt—Eli must investigate a deadly 
disease, search for his mother, and stay alive.  
 
“[I]t’s safe to call Danger Boy the best children’s book series you’re not 
reading….This is the real deal, on a par with all those Brit-lit offerings (or 
faux Brit-lit, like Lemony Snicket) that seem to have crowded the mar-
ket on novel series with serious chops, and interesting arcs.” – Mon-
sters and Critics 
 
“This cleverly plotted, engrossing read will appeal to maturing fans of 
Jon Scieszka’s The Time Warp Trio series….The historical details, cliff-
hanger ending, and eerie X-Files sensibility will make this an easy book 
to recommend.” – School Library Journal 
 
“Williams introduces some provocative ideas about relativity within the 
context of these distinct and credible characters’ narratives….Kids curi-
ous about what lies beyond the Fifth Dimension will find this a reward-
ing excursion.” – Publishers Weekly 

Independently published 
September 2011 
Originally published by  
Candlewick Press 
May 2004 
36k words 
 
Genre: Middle-grade adventure  
 
Rights available:  
British and Translation  
 
 
Highlights: 
* First book in a series 
 
 
Primary agent:  
Kelly Sonnack 
Andrea Brown Literary Agency  
 
WHY a highlight: This four-book series 
is for anyone looking for great adven-
ture middle-grade for boys.  
 
 

Mark London Williams is a children’s book 
and short story author, playwright, and 
journalist. He’s written for magazines in-
cluding Variety, Los Angeles Times online, 
Los Angeles Business Journal, Moving Pic-
tures Magazine and is a columnist for 
the Hollywood trade paper Below the Line 
where he covers film industry, politics, 
and entertainment. www.dangerboy.com  

http://www.dangerboy.com/
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The perennially bestselling classic 

 
A PEOPLE’S HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 
by Howard Zinn  
 
Consistently lauded for its lively, readable prose, A People’s History of 
the United States turns traditional textbook history on its head. Howard 
Zinn infuses the often-submerged voices of Black people, women, 
American Indians, war resisters, and poor laborers of all nationalities 
into this thorough narrative that spans American history from Christo-
pher Columbus’s arrival to an afterword on the Clinton presidency. 
 
“Zinn’s work is a vital corrective to triumphalist accounts.” – Publishers 
Weekly 
 
“Professor Zinn writes with an enthusiasm rarely encountered in the 
leaden prose of academic history, and his text is studded with telling 
quotations from labor leaders, war resisters and fugitive slaves. There 
are vivid descriptions of events that are usually ignored, such as the 
great railroad strike of 1877 and the brutal suppression of the Philippine 
independence movement at the turn of this century. “ – Eric Foner, Pro-
fessor of History at Columbia University, New York Times Book Review 
 
“Zinn has written a brilliant and moving history of the American people 
from the point of view of those who have been exploited politically and 
economically and whose plight has been largely omitted from most his-
tories...Seldom have quotations been so effectively used; the stories of 
blacks, women, Indians, and poor laborers of all nationalities are told in 
their own words. While the book is precise enough to please specialists, 
it should satisfy any adult reader.” – Library Journal  

 
Harper  
Originally published 1980 
Reissue edition published 2017 
217k words  
 
Genre: Non-fiction, history  
 
Rights available:  
Translation  
 
Foreign sales : British (Longman, now 
Pearsons), British e-book (Bello), China 
(Shanghai Peoples Publishing House), 
Denmark (Klim), France (Agone Edi-
tions), Greece (Aiora), Israel (Babel Pub-
lishing), Italy (Il Saggiatore), Korea 
(Siwool ), The Netherlands (EPO), Nor-
way (Oktober), Poland (Krytyka Poi-
tyczna), Slovenia (Zalozba Sophia), 
Spain (Hiru/Pepitas), Tamil/India 
(Chinthan Books), Turkey (Kitabevi), 
Vietnam (Omega Books/Alpha Books)  

 
Highlights:  
* New York Times bestseller 
* Over 2 million copies sold 
* Howard Zinn is an internationally re-
nowned and respected historian, 
filmmaker, playwright, and activist 
* Now considered a classic 
* Inspired Bruce Springsteen’s 1982 
album Nebraska 
 
 
Primary agent:  
Anthony Arnove 
Roam Agency 
 
WHY a highlight: We think it’s clear! 
This is a classic and continues to be 
renewed and sell around the world.  
 
 

Howard Zinn was a historian, playwright, civil 
rights activist. Born in Brooklyn, he was raised in 
a working-class, immigrant household. At 18, he 
became a shipyard worker and organized labor 
rallies. He subsequently flew bomber missions 
during World War II, experiences which helped 
shape his opposition to war and passion for his-
tory. After attending college under the GI Bill, he 
earned his PhD at Columbia University.  He 
taught at Spelman College, where he became 
active in the civil rights movement. After being 

fired by Spelman for his support for student protesters, Zinn became a 
professor of Political Science at Boston University, where he taught until 
his retirement in 1988. He was a lifelong antiwar and civil rights activist, 
and passed away in 2010. Zinn was the author of many books, including 
an autobiography, You Can’t Be Neutral on a Moving Train, the play 
Marx in Soho, and Passionate Declarations.  
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Howard Zinn’s cogent defense of civil disobedience 
 

DISOBEDIENCE AND DEMOCRACY:  
Nine Fallacies on Law and Order 
by Howard Zinn  
 
In this slim volume, Zinn lays out a clear and dynamic case for civil diso-
bedience and protest, and challenges the dominant arguments against 
forms of protest that challenge the status quo. Zinn explores the politics 
of direct action, nonviolent civil disobedience, and strikes, and draws 
lessons for today.   
 
In a 2002 edition, Zinn wrote preface to explain his reasoning for writing 
the book in 1968: “When David O’Brien burned his draft card on the 
steps of the courthouse in South Boston, he was prosecuted, and the 
Supreme Court, by a vote of 7-1, upheld his conviction, rejecting his 
claim that it was an act of free speech protected by the Constitution. 
When Abe Fortas, one of those justices condemning David O’Brien, 
wrote a booklet on civil disobedience, justifying such prosecutions, I 
decided to write a response.” Random House, 1968 

Haymarket Books, January 2014 
44k words 
 
Genre: Non-fiction, politics  
 
Rights available:  
Translation  
 
Foreign sales: Catalan (Sembra Llibres), 
Hungary (Napvilág Kiadó), Spain 
(Sembra Llibres)  
 
 
Highlights: 
* Howard Zinn is an internationally re-
nowned and respected historian, 
filmmaker, playwright, and activist 
* For his involvement in the peace 
movement, Zinn has won various 
awards, including the Peace Abbey 
Courage of Conscience Award in 1996, 
the Thomas Merton Award, and in 1998, 
the Eugene V. Debs Award 
* Literary awards he has won include 
the Lannan Literary Award for Nonfic-
tion in 1998 and the Prix des Amis du 
Monde diplomatique in 2003 
 
 
Primary agent:  
Anthony Arnove 
Roam Agency 
 
WHY a highlight: This classic short 
title is more relevant than ever!  
 
 

Howard Zinn was a historian, playwright, civil 
rights activist. Born in Brooklyn, he was raised in 
a working-class, immigrant household. At 18, he 
became a shipyard worker and organized labor 
rallies. He subsequently flew bomber missions 
during World War II, experiences which helped 
shape his opposition to war and passion for his-
tory. After attending college under the GI Bill, he 
earned his PhD at Columbia University.  He 
taught at Spelman College, where he became 
active in the civil rights movement. After being 

fired by Spelman for his support for student protesters, Zinn became a 
professor of Political Science at Boston University, where he taught until 
his retirement in 1988. He was a lifelong antiwar and civil rights activist, 
and passed away in 2010. Zinn was the author of many books, including 
an autobiography, You Can’t Be Neutral on a Moving Train, the play 
Marx in Soho, and Passionate Declarations.  
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4810 Pt. Fosdick Dr. PMB 34 
Gig Harbor, WA 98335 USA  

858-254-7711 
taryn.fagerness@gmail.com 

taryn@tarynfagernessagency.com  
www.tarynfagernessagency.com  

 
Taryn Fagerness Agency was established in March 2009 and specializes in representing foreign rights on be-
half of over 25 North American literary agencies, publishers, and individual authors. Current clients include the 
Andrea Brown Literary Agency, Marsal Lyon Literary Agency, Martin Literary Management, P.S. Literary, Brad-
ford Literary Agency, Pen & Ink Literary Agency, Rees Literary Agency, Wolfson Literary Agency, Full Circle Liter-
ary, Solow Literary Enterprises, Creative Media Agency, Inc., Amy Rennert Literary Agency, CSG Literary Part-
ners, MDM Management, Dunham Literary, Inc., Handspun Literary Agency, Emerald City Literary Agency, Liza 
Royce Agency, Britt Siess Creative Management LLC, Willenfield Literary Agency, Heart Eyes Press, Patagonia 
Books, and Sasquatch Books.  
 
 

Taryn Fagerness Agency is proud  
to work with the following co-agents:  

 
British – Abner Stein Agency  
Germany – Agence Hoffman 

Spain/Brazil/Portugal/Latin America – Sandra Bruna Agencia Literaria 
France – La Nouvelle Agence 

Israel – The Book Publishers Association of Israel  
Italy – The Italian Literary Agency 

The Netherlands/Scandinavia – Mo Literary Services 
Poland – Graal Literary Agency 

Russia/Baltic States – Synopsis Literary Agency 
Greece – Read ‘n’ Right Agency 
Hungary – Lex Copyright Office  

Czech/Slovakia – Kristin Olson Literary Agency  
Bulgaria/Macedonia – Anthea Agency 

Romania/Croatia/Slovenia/Serbia/Montenegro/Bosnia/Herzegovina/Albania – Jill Hughes Foreign Rights 
Turkey – Onk Agency 

Japan – English Agency of Japan 
China/Taiwan – Bardon-Chinese Media Agency 

Korea – Eric Yang Agency 
Indonesia/Thailand/Vietnam – Winnie Waropas, Right Thing Agency 


